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Hi members,
Well it's fast approaching end of
financial year and it’s a good time to
look at new machines and contact
the industries Manufacturers and
Distributors for special deals before
June 30 to get some benefit from.
I can't say this often enough, the
businesses that reinvest in their
machines are the companies that
usually excel in the field, so make
sure you contact our NAMOA
manufacturer and distributor
members even if its just to find out
what’s coming out soon, as these
members do so much work behind
the scenes, such as CTick and
compliance only to deliver the best
machines to the market.
On another note I would like to thank
all the companies and people
involved in getting behind NAMOA
recent attendance at this years
Australian Hospitality and Gaming
Expo(AHG) in Brisbane Queensland
in making it a first small step
towards success for the industry.
There's still lots of work to do to
ensure our industry has a bright
future by getting involved with other
industry partnerships and exploring
other opportunities for all NAMOA
members to benefit from.

EDITORIAL
August in Brisbane is always
associated with cold, gusty
winds blowing in from the West
and the Royal Queensland
Show – known by all as
"The Ekka".
It is the time of year when the
country comes to the city, farm
animals and horses on parade in the
main arena, food and wine tasting
for the adults and fairy floss,
dagwood dogs, ferris wheels and
showbags for the kids.

A special thank you to the
individuals that donated their time
for the AHG Expo, without them a lot
of this would not have been possible
and thank you to the NAMOA
member companies that exhibited at
the expo for providing NAMOA with
prizes, a big thank you to
Erica Anderson FIDGET MEDIA,
Todd McDougall AMUSINC,
Alan Patterson WIN N GRIN and
Ray McGowan CASHFLOW GAMES.
I would also like to thank
INTERGAME MAGAZINE and TEWAY
for their support and
commitment to NAMOA.
Lastly, it was reported throughout
the AHG EXPO, several highlighted
concerns for our industry, consistent
feedback to us was amusement
providers need to be more professional and respectful to consumers.
So how do we as an industry achieve
this, well it's through smarter
business practices and ethics –
either through third party assisting
companies or through the NAMOA
TEWAY program that’s confidential
with TEWAY. Another way is to use
the basic program at NAMOA website
and use the NAMOA Education
modules that are there to assist
NAMOA members or to generate
discuss amongst your company in
finding a way to be better.

This year's Ekka is of special interest
to NAMOA members as it will feature
the biggest representation of
Amusement Machines for many
years with a large room near the
Stockman's Bar to be turned into a
dream pinball and videogame arcade
with 70+ machines for the duration
of the show. Local barcade and
arcade owners have banded together
to form BPAC (the Brisbane Pinball
and Arcade Collective). They have
struck a deal with show organisers
that is sure to raise the profile of our
industry amongst members of the
general public. There are to be 9
days of competitve gaming events
around the Ekka August 9 -18. This
has already attracted international

The other highly discussed topic at
the AHG Expo was PAYPASS, with
banks now retracking their branded
ATMS, and most are being sold to
RediATMs, it’s a critical time now
for all members to start planning
on PAYPASS or TAP AND GO. The
talk was all about cashless and
banks are just one example of this
with even pokie manufacturers
looking to go cashless into the
future. So now is a time talk to
industry providers about cashless
on your whole fleet of machines in
your company.
Till next edition, I wish all full
cashboxes.

Tony Argery
NAMOA President
AMOAQ President

interest from world ranked players
who are travelling from the USA and
Europe to compete in classic arcade
and pinball tournaments which
culminate in the Brisbane Masters
on the final weekend. In a coup for
organisers Brisbane Masters is now
part of the official Stern Pro Pinball
Circuit which really puts it on the
map in the world of competitive
pinball and puts the international
spotlight on Brisbane as never
before.
by Ed Partridge,
Editor of
The Collector

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
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WE WANT YOU!
If you are in the amusement machine
industry and you want:
✔ effective business support
✔ timely industry representation
✔ the right advice for your business
�

Then this is the most important information
you'll read all year.
�

WHY?
�

Because being a member of NAMOA means you
WON'T BE GOING IT ALONE IN YOUR BUSINESS.
�

�NAMOA is the leading association in the Amusement
Machine Industry

SO HERE'S THE BOTTOM LINE
WITH NAMOA MEMBERSHIP
You receive 12 months membership, regular industry
update emails, quarterly Collector newsletter with the
latest industry information, access to business
education and compliance modules, technical support
information, staff development programs, association
events and more

MEMBER
BENEFITS

IN FACT, HERE'S JUST THE
TIP OF THE ICEBERG OF
WHAT YOU GET...
• improve your business skills and grow your business
• helping you to avoid the pitfalls and get the right advice at the
right time
• providing technical information
• provide you with solutions for the day to day challenges in this
industry
• safeguarding your business future with industry
representation
• know that you have taken a step towards having the best
support on your side, for your industry
• knowing that you are doing what the business needs you to do
• learning from your peers and sharing experiences that benefit
everybody

HERE'S HOW TO JOIN
So go ahead and click the link now and you'll be on your way to
enjoying all the benefits we've talked about here and more!
Let's get started right now!
TO JOIN GO TO WWW.NAMOA.COM.AU

You get all of this for only $275 Inc. GST.
Don't go it alone, learn from those who have
been there before you.

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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NAMOA ATTENDS
THE AUSTRALIAN
HOSPITALITY
GAMING EXPO
IN BRISBANE
QUEENSLAND
By Greg O'Malley

In a first NAMOA took the initiative
to get involved with many
industries across the board to help
promote our industry
manufacturers, distributors and
members interests by having a
network lounge area featuring
members products.
As an industry we must become
more involved with these industries
as technology is changing so fast, it
is a must to push our industries to so
many in the Club, Hotel and
Restaurant landscape.
Firstly NAMOA wishes to
acknowledge the member suppliers
who supported this first step, Zax
Amusements, Amusinc, Cashflow
Games, Win n Grin, Fidget Media,
Teway, Intergame and to the few
people that donated their own time,
Claire Pink, Steve Newman, Ed
Partridge and Greg O’Malley thank
you too all of you.

Our role at this expo was to assist all
amusement exhibitors and to inform
expo guests about amusements and
our industry. The feedback we
received was eye raising to say the
least.
A common theme throughout the
expo was how amusement providers
in general are unprofessional, rip
offs, and we never got paid our
commission, they never change our
games, who are the better
amusement providers, and these are
just the common ones.
Needless to say we can’t measure
these statements, most of these

could be non-NAMOA members and
therefore NAMOA needs to become
more seen with these industry
associations and work with them into
the future on how to best source
professional amusement providers to
their industries.
This is where you as a member need
to provide us with feedback from the
field, so NAMOA can promote NAMOA
members to these industries. As
NAMOA has been suggesting to
members the last year or so to get
involved with the NAMOA Modules,
whether it's just the basics or
whether you wanted to go further
with our module providers Teway.

NAMOA would also like to
acknowledge Tony Parsons,
Madeline Jones and Amy Coady
from AHG Expo who helped
NAMOA every step of the way,
thank you.
Todd McDougall - AmusInc, Alan Patterson - Win n Grin,
Ray McGowan - Cashflow Games, Kerry Cowan - Innovative Technology

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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As an industry we can’t sit still, we
need to be innovative and educate
these industries and help promote
new games, member providers and
our education modules to become a
much more professional industry.
These expo guests were all keen on
getting more information from our
industry and it becomes quite clear
now the way to move forward is to
use our Collector magazine and
increase its circulation to these
industries also. NAMOA believes
this would assist manufactures,
distributors and member providers
with their business growth into the
future.

Amusinc Todd & Duncan McDougall

So it is now a critical time to look
at your business and review your
business as a yearly process, it
could also mean you need more
marketing, more new machines or
even how your business interacts
with your current venues -are you
doing enough for them?

Cashflow Games Ray McGowan

As an industry we must now all come
together and work harder at
becoming more professional,
respectful and responsible to our
customers as technology is changing
the way we get the money into our
machines, so if any amusement
provider reading this story and
exhibiting at any other expos, please
consider our industry reputation and
if you are not sure reach out to the
many members in our industry that
are always willing to help or just
email admin@namoa.com.au and
ask a question.
Some other topics NAMOA found
interesting at the show were
construction and renovation
companies are now looking at
modern ways they can build kids
rooms without the glass enclosures,
of which is great news for
amusement providers as this should
open up those areas and hopefully
provide more income in your
machines.
Also NAMOA heard many banks are
looking to reduce their ATM
footprints which highlights the need
to now start thinking about PAYPASS
on all of your machines, according to
them cash is shrinking in circulation

Cyclone machine on NAMOA stand giveaway by Win n Grin

Esports Live

and as we know the digital age for
paying for products and services is
here now.
VR was being pushed by a Gaming
manufacturer, we believe the jury is
still out on this product, but what did
make a huge slash at the AHG expo
was E-SPORTS. Club Associations
across the country are now informing
their members to get involved with
E-Sports, so we guess keep an eye

out for this in your local areas.
So in summary for NAMOA to attend
this expo and get a better
understanding from venues of their
requirements it’s a great staring point
for our industry and our members,
this has now given NAMOA plenty to
work with over the coming years and
to also strengthen our partnerships
with these associations and other
entities involved with our industry is
a must for our future.

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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VIDEO GAME ARCADE
PLANNED FOR MAJOR
SHOPPING CENTRE

THE spirit of 1980s Gold Coast
icon Grundy’s will be revived
with plans for a new video
game arcade in the heart of a
major shopping centre.
by ANDREW POTTS,
Gold Coast Bulletin.
May 13, 2019

Plans have been filed with the Gold
Coast City Council for a 1980s-style
arcade at Broadbeach’s Oasis
Shopping Centre in the latest stage of
its ongoing revamp.

“This suburb continues to be a
major centre for tourism.

“I have fond memories of Grundy’s and
I am sure development will revive
those glory days.”
According to plans filed with the
council there is expected to be a range
of attractions on offer in the arcade.

Built at the then-new Paradise Centre,
it featured a range of attractions,
including the new novelty of video
games, a carousel, shooting range,
restaurants, and its famous slides
which were featured in the music video
of the Australian Crawl song Errol.

These include car racing video games,
virtual tennis, a Jurassic Park seated
cabinet game, claw games and a
Dance Dance Revolution stand.

The gaming centre is to be known as
Level Up and is planned for a 374 sq
m tenancy on the first floor.

A selection of classic games are also
planned, including pinball, air hockey
and a 1980s classic: Atari Pong
sit-down.

City planning boss Cr Cameron
Caldwell said the Gold Coast had a
long-running love affair with arcades.

The proposed amusement centre will
go before council’s planning
committee for approval later this year.

“The Gold Coast is famous for fun and
this type of arcade will provide even
more attractions to Broadbeach,” he
said.

Grundy’s Amusement Centre became
an instant landmark in Surfers
Paradise when it opened in 1981.

It closed in 1993 after 12 years of
operation and was replaced by
Timezone which continues to operate
there today.
The Oasis, which opened in 1989,
has been undergoing a
multi-million upgrade since 2015.

The famous monorail closed in 2017
and more than $25 million has been
spent on revamping its facilities, with
new restaurants and facilities.

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP

ELAUT AMUSEMENT
Top Quality Entertaining the World

COSMIC XL

WILLY WONKA

Distributed by

SALES@ZAX.COM.AU

ELAUT GROUP

Top Quality Entertaining The World

WWW.ELAUT-GROUP.COM
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CASHLESS
SOCIETY
CHANGE
OVER
Australia has largely
transitioned to a cashless
society and for amusement ride
operators it’s not so much a
question of if they should look
for a cashless payment device,
but which one. A contactless
card reader is the first step in
catering to the cashless market
and ensuring longevity of an
unattended business.
Nayax makes payment easy for the
operators and for the consumers,
offering innovative hardware and
software, reliable support, and
streamlined reconciliation.
One of the company’s award-winning
devices, Onyx, can easily be
retrofitted on smaller sized pulse
machines. The eye-catching
contactless payment device is
designed to be easy for consumers to
navigate, featuring voice prompts,
LED light indicators and instructional
animations on its color touchscreen.
Onyx integrates multiple contactless
payment methods including credit
cards for tap & go transactions,
mobile wallets, prepaid cards and QR
codes.

This gives consumers the choice to pay
with a method they are comfortable
using and accommodates overseas
visitors who might be more familiar with
different payment methods such as
social wallets like Alipay or WeChat Pay.
Also featured in Onyx are built-in
telemetric capabilities and a
management suite, ensuring
continuous connectivity and the ability
to remotely monitor a fleet of
machines in different locations at the
same time. These capabilities present
operators with access to machine data,
customizable sales reports and
real-time error warnings. For example,
a warning if the machine has become
disconnected from electricity can let
operators know they should send
someone onsite to fix the issue,
preventing revenue loss.
When operators work with Nayax,
payment processing and reconciliation
are also faster and more streamlined.
Nayax Australia recently began
working with First Data, which
processes all of Nayax Australia’s
customer transactions at one of the
lowest rates in the unattended market.
Nayax foresees a lot of revenue
potential from loyalty and
consumer engagement.

The company has digitised many
well-known retail promotions and
presents them to consumers on their
phones with its consumer payment
app, Monyx Wallet. These promotions
include includes punch cards,
discounts and cashback. Using Nayax’s
marketing platform operators can turn
one-time consumers into repeat
customers and see a boost in both
loyalty and sales. Monyx Wallet also
gives operators the opportunity to
digitise their refund process, saving
time and money.

Phone: 02 8459 7207
Email: ausales@nayax.com.au

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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STERN R
BLACK K ELEASES
SWORD NIGHT
OF RAGE
!
BLACK KNIGHT SWORD OF
RAGE – First Impressions
by Ed Partridge

Before we get too far into our first
impressions of the latest Stern
Pinball release Black Knight Sword
of Rage it is important to understand
the history behind the game and the
theme Black Knight. The original
Black Knight (1980) game was a
groundbreaker for then Williams',
and now Stern Pinball senior game
designer Steve Richie. Black Knight
was the first multi-level game in
pinball history. It was the first with a
separate playfield connected by
ramps and became an iconic game
revered as much for it's stunning art
package and speech as it was for its
innovative double level multi flipper
gameplay. This was another smash
hit game for Mr Ritchie who could do
know wrong at that time designing
Flash, Firepower, Stellar Wars, and
Black Knight for Williams in quick
succession.

Black Knight captivated pinball
players and operators alike with it's
initial release so in 1989 it's no
surprise Steve was convinced by
management to reprise his famous
anti-hero in the game Black Knight
2000.
BK2K is remembered most for it's
garish rainbow art package and wild
80's guitar soundtrack. It cemented
the Knight's place in pinball lore.
Which bring us up to date. Rumours
about the latest Stern incarnation
BKSOR (Black Knight Sword of Rage)
have been circulating for awhile
now, everyone knew Steve Ritchie
was working on an original theme
game, just as Pat Lawlor did recently
at Jersey Jack with Dialed In.

Although Williams' Black Knight is
technically a licensed intellectual
property from Steve's former
employer Williams' it is nice to see
Stern go in this more creative
direction after so many years doing
games themed on straight
commercial licensed properties.
There have been no original themed
games from Stern since early efforts
Sharkey's Shootout, Striker Extreme
and then later High Roller Casino and
Grand Prix (which only had a limited
release). To create an original theme
game is a major undertaking
especially now with the LCD screen
under the backglass, as the

characters, storyline and now the
onscreen sprites all have to be
developed from the ground up. In this
case the art package looks to be true
to form and theme by famous pinball
artist Kevin O'Connor. As usual
BKSOR is available in Pro, Premium
and LE versions. This is O'Connor's
first outing with the Knight, the art
for the original game was done by
Tony Rammuni, Black Knight 2000 by
Doug Watson.
The BKSOR game that we played on
location was a Pro. The circular
design in the middle of the playfield
is a new take on the coloured wheel
continued over ...

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
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from BK 2000, a nod to its
predecessor and Steve Ritchie games
in general. The next thing that really
grabs you is the black knight toy and
shield which is an impressive piece of
kit from Stern, who have
underwhelmed of late with toys
featured on their playfields. The
Black Knight toy is impressive. In his
left hand as a shield which he can
use to block your shot. In his right is
the best feature, his giant flail which
spins in both directions this is
definitely a highlight. The mask of
the knight also glows when he is
speaking. This is an interactive toy
which will attract new players as well
as fans of the original Black Knight,
we've never seen him this way
before! It is a pity that the Pro version
of the game does not have a double
level playfield as in the past but the
dual level with an extra flipper does
make an appearance on the Premium
and LE versions of the game.

A letdown in our opinion across all
models is the Magna Save feature
which in the past was activated by an
extra flipper button on the side of the
cabinet. It is now triggered by the
button in the middle of the lockdown
bar which is counter intuitive and
makes it almost impossible to use.
We're not sure why Stern did this as
they had extra flipper buttons on the
side of The Munsters Premium and
LE editions and this would have
made the feature ALOT more useful
on BKSOR.
If you are interested in seeing more
of this game and want to hear about

how it was made head to the BPAC
(Brisbane Pinball and Arcade)
Showcase at the Brisbane Ekka
which runs from August 9 – 18.
Thanks to major sponsor Hutchinson
Builders, Steve Richie is flying in as a
special guest (also see editorial this
issue). He will be doing a Q and A
featuring the BKSOR game and has
said that he is up for signing
anything, so bring along your backglasses, translites or spare bit of
flesh for him to autograph. Can't wait
for that one, see you in August for
the BPAC Showcase at the RNA
Showgrounds!

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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The BPAC Showcase is brought to
you by Hutchinson Builders,
Amusement Machine Distributors
and the Brisbane Arcade &
Pinball Collective Inc (BPAC).
BPAC has been formed by active
members of the Brisbane Pinball and
Arcade community. It includes local
barcade and arcade owners, as well
as competitive players and event
organisers.
In the biggest event yet for the
burgeoning local scene, the BPAC
Showcase will be home to ten days
straight of IFPA endorsed events and
will include The Australian Kong Off
3 and the 5th Annual Brisbane
Pinball Masters which is now part of
the Stern Pro Circuit.

Now that the Brisbane Pinball
Masters is on the Pro circuit it joins
events in Denmark and Austria as the
only other international events for
2019 which really puts Brisbane on
the world stage of competitive
pinball.
The Queensland Royal Show
affectionately known as 'The Ekka'
has graciously offered BPAC nearly
400 m2 next to the Stockmans Bar
within the Ekka grounds. They are
going to fill this space to the brim
with 50 pinball machines and 20
original arcade cabs.
A pinball and arcade paradise
surrounded by fairy floss, laughing
clowns, wine bars, craft beer alley,
side show alley, cows, carnival rides
and country music.

Outside of competition time the
machine area will be able to be
accessed by all Ekka patrons who will
be able to play the machines, which
will be on coin play.
The BPAC showcase also features, due
to their generous sponsors Hutchinson
Builders, some luminaries of the
Pinball and Arcade world.
First and foremost the guest of honour
will be “The King of Flow” Steve
Ritchie. It is certain everyone involved
is thrilled to have such an influential
figure in the history of pinball as a
special guest at the inaugural BPAC
event. Steve holds the record for the
most sales of any pinball designer in
history. All the way from 1977's
Airborne Avenger working in the

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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industry almost continuously, right
through to his latest game Black
Knight Sword of Rage. Steve will be
holding a Q and A on the final
weekend forcussing on BKSOR and
has offered to sign anything that is
brought to him there!

Walter Day

Steve Ritchie

Steve Richie will be joined at BPAC by
two giants of the arcade scene Walter
Day and Billy Mitchell, who will be
special guests at The Kong Off 3. Billy
Mitchell initially rose to fame in 1982
when Life magazine included him in a
photo spread of video game
champions during the height of the
golden age of arcade video games. A
photo which happened to be taken
outside Walter's arcade Twin Galaxies,
so these two have a lot of history
together.

Billy Mitchell

Mitchell was a subject of the 2007
documentary The King of Kong: A
Fistful of Quarters which follows his
attempts to maintain his high score on
Donkey Kong after it was
threatened by a newcomer to the
world of competitive gaming.

Walter Day like Billy has also found
fame in Hollywood as Mr. Litwak's in
the hit movie Wreck it Ralph. Mr
Litwak's appearance and attire is a
homage to the veteran video game
referee. Through his website (also
called Twin Galaxies) Day has become
the self appointed world record
keeper for arcade gaming. Walter and
Billy will be meeting guests at The
Kong Off 3 August 11 -12, they will
also be doing a Q and A.
Another good reason to visit the
BPAC Showcase at The Ekka RNA
Showgrounds Brisbane August 9-18.

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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HOMEPI
ICE COLDN MAKES
“RIDE TH BEER CLON
E
GAME IN E WAVE”
CHINA
source – Highway Games website

HomePin has released it's
newest arcade machine, Ride
the Wave.
This beach themed upright
mechanical redemption style game
has an adjustable and mechanical
nature, making it perfect for a wide
range of venues including bars, clubs
and amusement centres. The game is
available worldwide, with the Chinese
version having toned down artwork
and being named the Monkey King.
Ride the Wave includes beach style
music that has been specifically
mastered for this game, while the
Chinese version has appropriate
Chinese themed music. Although
there are two different versions, the
games are identical mechanically and
electrically. Only the artwork and
music differs.

Gameplay
Ride the Wave has the player
manipulating the metal rod to move
the ball into the lit hole, while
avoiding all the other holes. At the
beginning of each ball, the bar resets
down the bottom of the playfield to
load the ball. Players then use the
attached joystick to move up the field.
However, if the player does not move
the joystick for 10 seconds, the bar
will automatically move upwards by
small increments.
The machine randomly chooses which
target hole the player must move
towards at the beginning of each ball
in order to keep the game interesting

after multiple plays.
There is also a count
down timer for each
play, and the player
must get the ball into
the hole before time
runs out.
The main winning hole
is the one set into the
surfboard at the top of
the wave. The game
will also display
'obstacle' and 'danger'
holes to make it more
difficult for the player.
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WHY Do I need a Social Media Strategy and is it worth the effort?

Every business these days needs
to develop a social media
presence. The challenge for
some people is that they don't
have time and they don't
understand how or why they
should connect with new people
to turn them into customers.

WHY do I need a
social media
strategy?
§ Social media can help a company
get closer to its customers and
engage them. It also encourages
the audience to act.
§ You can promote your ideas,
services and values to an attentive
"Always-On" niche marketplace.
§ Social media is effective and
inexpensive. These platforms are
marketing you and your business to
a potential audience of millions
while you sleep.

7 TIPS FOR A STRONGER SOCIAL
MEDIA PRESENCE:
§ Don't ever try to appeal to every
one. You might have different
target clients as per the nature of
your business. For instance, a
young audience would need to be
treated differently than Mums and
Dads. If you were running ads to
these different demographics you
are best using different content.
§ Facebook offers many different
opportunities to share information
in a format that may appeal to a
variety of tastes.
§ Twitter is a buzz of short and fast
paced communication. It is quick.
It is so quick to spread news that
even the news services pay close
attention to it.
§ Google+ is a platform that has the
power of the big search engine
behind it. It has already introduced
business pages and communities
within the social network.
§ Google My Business- Have you
claimed your Businesses' address

on Google so when people search
for you they can find you on the
map?
§ Your blog plays a vital role in your
social media strategy. So it is
essential to create your own
content. It means that you can just
focus on exactly what your clients
want to know.
§ Engage with your audience- make
them feel ‘part’ of your business by
asking questions on social media.
When the conversation starts, it
could eventually lead to customers
coming into your venue or visiting
a place where you have machines.
Take this opportunity to tell stories
about yourself and the success
stories of your business or pictures
of people having fun in your venue
and winning prizes etc.
You are not supposed to expect
immediate results with social media.
It takes time and effort to build the
number of followers on various
platforms. It takes time to prepare
your posts and to respond to
comments. You need to spend some
time in watching and listening to all.

If you would like a

FREE

‘Social Media
Health Check’

then drop me an email at
hello@leisuresupportservices.com.au
and we will take a look and offer
suggestions on how to optimise your
social media strategy so you are more
visible to your customers!
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CINEMA-AS-A-SERVICE
OPERATOR CASTS FOR
CROWDSOURCED
SESSIONS

Demand.film has new business
plot for the box office.

Source- itnews.com.au -Matt Johnston
Netflix and mobile devices might be
killing conventional cinema in the
aisles as theatres struggle with poor
patronage, overpriced popcorn and
underwhelming programming, but a
new local digital play reckons it can
get more bums on seats by letting
patrons pick their flick.
Australian cinema-on-demand chain
Demand.film is launching a crowdsourced equity fund raising round in a
bid to fuel further international
growth, having already made
considerable inroads in North
America and Europe.
Filmmakers or community groups can
use the platform to crowdsource a
guaranteed guestlist for movie
screenings - if enough tickets are
sold, the event goes ahead and
Demand.film takes a cut of the
proceedings, but if there’s not enough
interest the screening is cancelled at
no loss to the cinema, patrons or the
host.

Following the model successfully used
by ride-sharing app Shebah, which
recently secured $3 million in
crowdsourced equity funding,
Demand.film is hoping its 100,000
strong community will be similarly
interested, especially given their
familiarity with crowdsourcing on the
platform.
“Our loyal customers not only love
unique cinema experiences, they
understand these movies are being
seen in cinemas thanks to the
crowdsourcing business model,”
co-founder and managing director
David Doepel said.
“The proliferation of streaming
services means we are spoiled for
choice on the small screen, but on the
biggest screens - in cinemas – it’s
mostly blockbusters.”

So far more than 2,5000 cinemas
around the world have signed on to
host screenings, and the majority of
the platform’s users are repeat
customers.

The company also drives customer
loyalty through its Screencreds
cryptocoin operating on the NEM
blockchain, through which filmmakers
can be paid and users are rewarded for
watching or sharing trailers.
Punters looking to claim ownership over
a portion of the company, which isn’t
listed on a securities exchange, can do
so with “investment rewards from $100
and up to $10,000 for retail investors”,
the company said.
Further expansion is planned in Europe,
where the company already has
partnerships with cinemas in Germany,
the UK, and Ireland. Its European
operations, however, are centred in
Malta due to the country’s
blockchain-friendly policies, the
Demand.film’s website says.
Asia and South America have also been
identified as potential markets for
expansion, with the scale-up company
hoping to double the number of
countries it’s currently available in.
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DESIGNED BY OPERATORS FOR OPERATORS
We are the leading FEC
operator in Argentina for over
60 years and the reason Sacoa
PlayCard was founded in the
early 90's was to improve the
ROI with added control for the
business.
We were first to develop and use read
only magnetic stripe cards to operate
instead of cash or tokens. Today, with
more than 1800 debit card systems
installed worldwide, Sacoa is
recognized as the global leader in
Cashless Management Systems for
the amusement entertainment and
leisure industries.
Our system offers operation
flexibility and top notch quality
support.

Sacoa's commitment to innovation
has revolutionized the industry by
dictating the trends of the market,
since almost every feature that is now
considered standard requirement for
any debit card system was originally
invented and developed by us, such as
VIP pricing, time cards, multiple price
levels, wireless connectivity, etc.
Those who incorporate to their
business our system, products and
solutions, recognize and highly value
the personalized treatment we provide
for them.
Being both developers and operators,
we manage to understand the
particularities of each market,
allowing us to offer tailor-made
solutions.

Sacoa's staff has a qualified and widely trained
personnel with vast experience in Consulting,
Technical support and Marketing, to be able to
approach the customers from their business
perspective.
At the all the different trade shows that we
attend worldwide we organize events, in order
to generate bounding between our own
customers and operators, so that they can draw
on the experiences and good practices that
each have, resulting in very enriching meetings
for all.
We successfully introduced our latest
innovations with great feedback at several
important shows. These presentations include,
among others:

Kiosk – K4

The new kiosk cabinet uses a 32" touch-screen
with an intuitive interface which allows buying,
reloading and detailed analysis. It supports CR
integration as well. Multiple cards can be
purchased in a single transaction which can be
paid with cash or credit cards. The software is
multilingual. Products sold can be any
combination of Credits, Time-Play, and
Passports. There is a second screen on top of
the cabinet for advertising purposes.

Sacoa Mobile App

This state-of-the-art app by Sacoa offers the
possibility to check Playcard balance, purchase
special offers paying online with credit card,
and accumulate reward points. It also features
store details including map location, direct
phone number dialing, website link, Online
Party Booking access, and includes push
notifications to keep your customers always
updated with your latest offers and news.
Customers can download the app on App/Play
Store for iOS and Android versions.
continued over ...
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Zodiac

Zodiac is the all-new Sacoa Playcard responsive, friendly and
multilingual system configuration tool. Being web-based, it allows
configuring any system detail via a simple web browser, be it from a
desktop computer, a tablet or even a smartphone. Configurable items
include: Game pricing, POS and mPOS products and buttons, product
stock, security. Also includes tools for system maintenance and
reporting like a troubleshooting wizard (with video tutorials), system
health monitor, game controller enable/disable and access control,
card roaming and search, sales and collection report access, etc.

Waivers

Signing capability through
CRM, allows registered
guests to sign waivers online
before entering your facility,
providing a faster check-in
process. Signed waivers are
stored online.

M-POS

Compact and portable, the new Mobile POS allows all the features that the
desktop POS can manage, such as Playcard analysis, sale and recharge,
retail merchandise, etc. It supports RFID and magnetic stripe Playcards,
receipt printing and game emulation with a user friendly interface.

Sacoa Dex

This dynamic marketing tool improves communication with clients
by publishing contents on tablets, TV monitors and LED
screens in any location inside or outside of your FEC on a
simple and fast way. Among its most important benefits we can
mention: Segmentation of promotions by time, location or
metrics, cross selling y up-selling products., one to one
communication thru interactive apps.

Sacoa On Line Store

To learn more about
this and other exciting
Sacoa products,
you can contact us at
+1-214-256-3965 or
visit our website:
www.sacoacard.com

A newer and easier way to
order Sacoa equipment and
parts, allowing the operator to
check the newest items and
latest releases, follow up with
order progress and quickly
receive all they need to avoid
any interruption on the
business.
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VILLAGE ROADSHOW
MADE LAST-MINUTE
ANALYTICS SHIFT
FOR TOPGOLF
VENTURE
Source itnews.com.au - Ry Crozier

Village Roadshow stood up a
real-time analytics system in the
weeks prior to opening its first
Topgolf driving range on the Gold
Coast last year after encountering
“localisation” problems with the
system run by Topgolf’s US
operations.
The ASX-listed entertainment
company acquired exclusive rights in
2016 to bring Topgolf to Australia. It
then spent $35 million on the first
facility, located adjacent to the Gold
Coast theme parks.

The analytics system is used for
management and operational
reporting, taking and consolidating
data from “point of sale, gaming,
labour, management, and customer
experience” systems to understand
how the business is performing.
“What we can say is we had a
challenge,” Village Roadshow’s
business intelligence and analytics
manager Michael Dayaseela told
SAP’s Sapphire 2019 conference in
Orlando.

“It’s a $35m investment so we wanted
to launch the park and we realised
three weeks before we had to have an
analytics solution.

Topgolf gamifies the driving range.
Golfers hit microchipped golf balls at
targets in a “190m outfield” and
score points based on accuracy and
distance, with the scores displayed
to players in real-time.

“Why we had to, I cannot say for
various reasons, but within three
weeks we had to come up with a
solution … to meet our local
Australian needs.”

Village Roadshow has not explained
exactly what led to the last-minute
move to build its own analytics
system specific to Australia.

Whatever the core problem was, it
was deemed sufficiently serious to
threaten the on-time opening of the
venue.

It has only said that “due to
localisation, a different BI/analytics
solution was required compared to
the US software.”

Village Roadshow said losses could
have run to $77,000 a day “if the
go-live was affected due to having no
BI/analytics solution” in place.

The analytics system powers
real-time reporting of point-of-sale
revenue, as well as “detailed labour,
spend, and cost-of-goods-sold
analytical tools” that were aimed at
improving Topgolf’s margins.
There was also a substantial
customer experience element; Village
Roadshow analyses numbers and
surveys customers about their
experiences, allowing it to react
quickly in the event that a visit proved
an unhappy one.
“When they finish a game we
immediately collect customer
feedback data, analyse it in near
real-time, and send that back to each
of the key functions,” Village
Roadshow said in a slide deck.
“The kitchen gets feedback on the
food for example, and if customer had
a problem with service or wait times
at the park we can immediately issue
a voucher for a free game next time
they visit.”
Dayaseela said that understanding
customer sentiment in near real-time
was critical to Topgolf, given it is but
one of a range of leisure choices
available in the market.

continued over ...
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“One of the challenges in the digital
age is you have so many options for
enjoyment, so for us to get the
customers to leave their houses we
had to come up with a very good and
unique experience,” he said.

It is using SAP HANA on Lenovo
hardware for in-memory processing
of data extracted from its five
non-SAP source systems, SAP
Analytics Cloud for dashboard
reporting, BusinessObjects Web
Intelligence to broadcast other
reports, and SAP Data Services for
data extraction - among other SAP
tools.

“So we work very hard to understand
the customer experience and to
provide better customer service.”
Analytics is also used to understand
Topgolf’s costs. Village Roadshow
said in the slide deck that labour “is
the highest cost line item in the P&L
so any impact we can make on
reducing labour cost has a huge
impact.”

Standing up the system in weeks had
challenged conventional thinking on
what was possible with SAP,
Dayaseela said.

“Sometimes with SAP, you think it
takes months or years to deploy a
project, but there are new tools with
SAP that enables you to rapidly make
new things,” he said.

“We are able to see where we are
spending in every function, from the
kitchen to the front office, and
wherever we can see the labour
costs and trends we can optimise
[them],” the company said.

“We saw that definitely by trying to
do this in a very short time.”
The project won the company an SAP
Innovation Award.

“Changes can be implemented in
weeks.”

The main payoff of the project for
Village Roadshow is that the first
Topgolf Australia venue opened on
time.

Village Roadshow’s analytics system
for Topgolf was built using a
predominantly SAP-based
technology stack.

Dayaseela also said that analytics
had enabled the company to cut its
labour costs by 15 percent “within
the first six months, which is
significant”.
Village Roadshow said in its slide
deck that this was done “without
impacting the guest experience”.
The company also said it had
achieved growth in its net promoter
score (NPS) - often used by
customer-facing organisations such
as banks and telcos to gauge
sentiment towards their offerings though did not reveal the actual
number.
Village Roadshow had planned to
build an additional seven Topgolf
venues. However, The Australian
Financial Review reported back in
January that the expansion was put
on hold pending more proof of the
first location's revenue potential.
Ry Crozier attended SAP’s SAPPHIRE
2019 conference in Orlando as a
guest of SAP.
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Craneosaurus $2 Prize Everytime Crane $4,495
Chupa Chups Stairway To Heaven $2,950
Chocolate Factory With Air $8,495
Cyclone $5,600
Bounceroo Prize Everytime $4,495
Players Choice $11,995
You Choose $8,950

STOCKS & CONSUMABLES
$1 Prize Everytime
$2 Prize Everytime
Superball Mix (Ave 25¢ per ball) Toy Mix

50
$331.
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CASE
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Chocolada chocolate crane $495
Chocolate Box chocolate crane $1,950
Chocolate Box mini chocolate crane $1,950
WGA Chocolate Factory $2,950
Bling toy crane $1,495
Bonus Spin (Feiloli) $1,495
Captian X Super Hero crane toy crane $1,495
Double Play (Feilloli) $1,795
Win n Grin Everone Wins toy crane $2,450
Extra Play (Felloli) $1,450
"Gets Extra" double crane $795
Footy Crane Lightening $3,450
Toy Story crane $995
Key Master $2,249
Treasure Quest/key Master $1,495
Lighthouse (Lai) $1495
OK Manufacturing Super Bouncearoo
bouncy ball (Mechanical) $395
Win N Grin (Soft toy Claw) $1,950
World Surprise Chupa Chups Mini crane $795
Outrun 2 Twin driver $4,750
Outrun 2 Twin SP Driver$4,950
Maxi Claw Giant Crane $1,250
Mighty Moto motor bikes twin $1,495
Deal Or No Deal redemption $950

.55¢
Y
L
N
O

Chupa Chups

ONLY .17¢

IE
1300 P

www.wgagames.com.au

*All prices exclude GST.

1/10 Maiella Street, Stapylton,
Queensland,
4207
exA-Arcadia
stand with sample games
at JAEPO 2019 source: exA-Arcadia on Twitter
Tel: 07 5563 1800 Email: admin@wgagames.com.au
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‘Peace, love and pinball’

With the classic pastime in the throes of a revival, Dan Snook speaks to
some of the industry’s leading proponents of the art and tries not to use the
word ‘wizard’

PEACE,
LOVE AND
PINBALL
 sĞůĞĐƟŽn ŽĨ ,ŽŵĞ >ĞŝsurĞ ŝrĞĐƚ’s Ɖŝnďaůů sƚŽĐŬ

I

N January’s InterGame / ǁrŽƚĞ ƚŚĞ Įrsƚ ŝn
a sĞrŝĞs ŽĨ arƟĐůĞs Žn ƚŚĞ ĐurrĞnƚůy rĞĚͲŚŽƚ
rĞƚrŽ rĞǀŝǀaů͘
In it, I proclaimed: “Nostalgia, in 2018,
was huge and in 2019 will likely be the same,
if not even bigger. The massively lucraƟve market
in all things ’80s and ’90s could not be embodied
by anything more succinctly than arcade video
games.” Those in the pinball industry might be
inclined to argue my asserƟon.
Pinball has seen several peaks and troughs
over the decades but it is currently undergoing
something of a comeback. For many involved
in the industry, it is a labour of love; a passion
rather than simply a job. Few other sectors are
able to boast this level of commitment that
seems to come straight from the heart.
Before we get into the opinions of a selecƟon
of pinball manufacturers, distributors and
innovators, a liƩle delve into the past will provide
those in unfamiliar territory some context and
bring us right up to today and the crest of the
wave that the sector is currently riding.
The game has its roots in billiard tables
popular in France in the 17th century. Then,
they had wooden pins at one end of the table,
and players would shoot balls with a cue from
the other. ventually, the pins were Įxed to the
tables and holes in the playĮeld were the targets.
Once standardised, the pasƟme became known
as bagatelle.

Fast-forward 100 years and billard japonais
(Japanese billiards, despite being invented in
western uropeͿ saw the introducƟon of metal
pins and the coiled-spring plunger that sƟll
features in pinball tables today. This version
of the game is also believed to be the early
forerunner of that most disƟnctly Japanese of
pasƟmes, pachinko.
Dontague Redgrave, a BriƟsh inventor living
in Ohio, US, was granted a patent in 1869 for his
Improvements in Bagatelle, which shrank the
game to Įt onto a bar, used marbles for balls
and further popularised the use of the plunger
to launch the ball into play. Thus modern pinball
was eīecƟvely born.
By the 1930s, a variety of diīerent versions
existed but David GoƩlieb’s Baŋe Ball was
the Įrst coin-operated table to prove widely
successful in 1931. This success also coincided
with the Great Depression and provided people
with low-cost entertainment in drugstores and
taverns. Baŋe Ball went on to sell an esƟmated
50,000-plus units.
Like today’s demonising of video games,
pinball in the ’30s was unfairly viewed as
somewhat of a vice and in some US ciƟes
authoriƟes took acƟon. Then New zork Dayor,
Fiorello La Guardia, ordered his police force to
seize machines, destroy them and dump them
in the ,udson River. This robust acƟon saw the
demise of around 11,000 machines.

GoƩlieb’s ,umpty Dumpty in 19ϰ7 gave
pinball tables perhaps their most iconic feature
to date, the electro-mechanical Ňipper, and
it was this addiƟon that eventually led to
pinball’s legalisaƟon in the ciƟes that had once
outlawed it.
On April 1, 1976, Roger Sharpe, a journalist
who’d wriƩen about pinball for major
publicaƟons, appeared in a courtroom in Lower
DanhaƩan, New zork, where he proceeded
to prove that pinball was a game of skill, not
chance. On the GoƩlieb machine Bank Shot,
he called his shots “Babe Ruth-style” and
made them. That was enough to convince the
assembled councillors that the ban should
be liŌed.
The genre went on to enjoy perhaps its most
successful period, a golden era before the video
game revoluƟon occurred to lure away many
of pinball’s players. By the turn of the
millennium, an industry that had once boasted
approximately 150 manufacturers had but one Stern Pinball.
Since then, however, small, independent
ouƞits have started to spring back up and the
industry is in the rudest health it has been in for
some Ɵme. Flourishing markets for arcade bars
and the home has seen producƟon numbers
skyrocket and new advances in technology
have opened the door to fresh innovaƟon and
more players.

continued over ...
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The emergence of esports globally has
opened up a new avenue for pinball too. The
InternaƟonal &lipper Winball ssociaƟon says that
more people are playing compeƟƟve pinball than
ever before, with the number of players ranked
worldwide increasing by almost 100 Ɵmes in
the last decade to around 65,000. But more of
that later.
To shed further light on the current revival,
InterGame spoke to the industry’s heaviest hiƩer,
Stern Winball, recent startͲup Spooky Winball, h<
distributor Home Leisure Direct and a company
that is using technology to plough its own furrow
in the Ňipper Įeld, DulƟmorphic.
“Winball at its core is outrageously fun,͟
director of markeƟng at Stern, ach Sharpe ;son
of the game’s “saviour,͟ ZogerͿ said. “In addiƟon,
there are plenty of reasons why pinball has been
in the grip of such a resurgence; the growth
of arcade bars all over the world has helped
introduce pinball to an enƟrely new generaƟon
of players. Our advancement in the digital realm
too gives access to an even broader audience
for those that can’t play the physical game,͟
he explained.
hS independent Spooky Winball, based in
Benton, Wisconsin, has only been on the scene
since 2013, but designer and president Charlie
Emery is a longͲƟme enthusiast. “I believe it’s
the nostalgia factor that caught up with the older
guys and girls who sought it out 15 to 20 years
ago and began the ‘drag games home’ market
;myself includedͿ. Eow we’ve got an enƟre new
generaƟon coming along that has been exposed
to what that started Ͳ and has become addicted
to playing, collecƟng, restoring.
“It’s not just the play factor but the lure of
collecƟng something that was never meant for
public consumpƟon. Wlus it’s ‘real,’ meaning the
feel and play of the games is just something that
can’t be replicated in any other way other than
to step up and grab hold of these mechanical
beasts. In turn, they tend to grab you back and
don’t let go͊͟
The tacƟlity of the genre is something that
ndy Beresford, DD of Home Leisure Direct,
agrees with. “Winball died a death towards
the end of the 1990s because players were
being wowed, not only by the more intense

Home Leisure Direct’s managing director, Andy Beresford

and realisƟc games in arcades, but in homes as
well with the rapid advances in home console
hardware. Dany reasons could be cited for why
we’re looking back to this genre but the physical,
mesmerising Zube 'oldbergͲtype fascinaƟon of a
pinball playĮeld is deĮnitely a part of it.
“rcades in general have also seen a bigger
move towards Ɵcket or priǌe redempƟon games,
leaving those hungry for a game of greater skill
and ability with nowhere else to turn. Winball Įlls
that void.͟
'erry Stellenberg is the founder of hS Įrm
DulƟmorphic. t its usƟn, Texas, home, it
manufactures the W3, a modern, physical,
mulƟgame pinball plaƞorm, as well as pinball
machine control system products, such as
the WͲZOC and W3ͲZOC.
“hnderstanding the resurgence reƋuires
Įrst understanding why pinball took a
downturn in the late 90s and early 2000s,͟
he explained. “Back then, most pinball machines
were bought by operators for locaƟon play,
while consumers were going out less for their
entertainment and puƫng more Ɵme and money
into gaming systems for their homes.
“With fewer people going out to play games
on locaƟons, operators had to be more careful
with their purchases. So they opted to conƟnue
buying video games with easier to understand
gameplay and easier to maintain hardware
and stopped buying pinball machines. This is
when the shrinking pinball market shiŌed very
dramaƟcally to consumers. Weople who grew
up with and enjoyed pinball machines started
buying them for their homes.
“The consumer market is very diīerent than
the locaƟon market. Weople buying pinball
machines for themselves are much pickier about
themes, artwork, gameplay and reliability, and it
was an impossible ask for Stern, the remaining
pinball manufacturer in the early 2000s, to
create individual games that would meet
everybody’s reƋuirements.
“What caused the resurgence was more
manufacturers dipping their toes into the
pinball market and creaƟng more choices for
consumers. What convinced more people to start
pinball companies was the availability of new
technology, speciĮcally our WͲZOC control system

DuůƟmorƉŚic’s
Canon Lagoon
ƉůayĮeůd

boards, and the availability of a free, openͲsource
pinball soŌware framework called Wyprocgame,
that made it possible for anybody to turn their
dream theme into a playable game.
“Eo longer did somebody need to be an
electronics expert to build a machine. They could
buy an oīͲtheͲshelf, proven system and have a
prototype pinball machine working in a maƩer
of days.
“Within just a couple of years from the
introducƟon of WͲZOC and soŌware framework,
there were a handful of new players in the
industry, each with diīerent themes, Ƌuality
standards, artwork packages, gameplay rules,
and physical mechanisms. Dore consumers could
Įnd a machine that interested them, and there
was a lot more talk about and excitement for
new pinball development.͟
So with machines Ňying out of warehouses
again, which ones are doing so the
most spectacularly?
Dost of Stern’s eīorts tend to go down
predictably well, so it was no surprise that
Sharpe couldn’t pick just one. “Our success can
be viewed through so many diīerent lenses. We
serve three very diīerent markets ;consumer,
commercial and corporateͿ. Each market has
diīerent perspecƟves on what resonates the
most. ll of our products are fun͊͟
Emery was decidedly more decisive. “Total
Euclear nnihilaƟon, designed by ScoƩ Danesi.
SuperͲproud to be the home of the Winball Eews
201ϳ game of the year͊ I think ScoƩ’s game just
struck a sweet spot of speed and ’80s nostalgia
that really hit home with players. The public
was ready for something diīerent and easier to
understand, but at the same Ɵme wanted all the
modern Ňash of the LCD screen, full Z'B lighƟng
and so on that’s found in today’s games.
“This one just captured all of that as perfectly
as I believe it can be done. Having the bestͲ
selling game we’ve ever done come out back to
back with lice Cooper’s Eightmare Castle ;our
second bestͲselling gameͿ has made 2018 the
best year in our company’s history. We take none
of this for granted.͟
Beresford’s answer to this parƟcular poser
didn’t come as much of a surprise. “Several Ɵtles
come and go through the door every month, but
without a doubt, the game that tends to sƟck
around the shortest in the showrooms is Bally’s
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enormous release of over 20,000 machines over
its life, so a whole lot of people got to play it and
thus remember it fondly to this day.
To recreate the success of the biggest selling
pinball machine of all Ɵme is a thing to aspire to
and, while it hasn’t been cracked yet, there are
many notable eīorts.
Stellenberg and DulƟmorphic, like Emery and
Spooky, haven’t been in the market for that long
and his company’s proposiƟon is as diīerent as
it is from a tradiƟonal machine that perhaps the
answer to the ƋuesƟon isn’t as cut and dried.
“We changed the paradigm. We only build one
machine Ͳ it’s a mulƟgame plaƞorm called the Wϯ
and it does for the pinball industry what consoles
did for the video game industry. It allows people
to buy the common pieces once and then build
a game library with varying content for a fracƟon
of the price of building a library of tradiƟonal,
singleͲthemed machines.
“To be clear, the Wϯ is sƟll a physical pinball
machine and available game content includes
physical, swappable playĮeld modules with all of
the features pinball fans love: themed artwork,
bumpers, physical ball locks, ramps, loops,
targets and toys. The plaƞorm uses real balls,
real Ňippers and real bumpers and we enhanced
the experience with a lot of new technology,
including dynamic and interacƟve playĮeld
artwork, a controllable wall/scoop assembly, an
inĮnity ball trough and much more.
“Our most successful game so far has been
>exy >ightspeed Ͳ Escape &rom Earth, and that’s
largely because the Wϯ only entered producƟon
recently and that was our Įrst game. We’ve since
developed more games, such as Cosmic Cart
Zacing, Cannon >agoon, ZOCs and arnyard, to
reach a wider audience with varying interests
and we’re hard at work developing more games,
both tradiƟonal and progressive. We’re also
working with thirdͲparty game development
companies to create more games for the Wϯ, all
of which will sell for a fracƟon of the price of
tradiƟonal pinball games.͟
With pinball having its roots extend over a
considerable period of Ɵme, there’s inevitably
been a raŌ of technological advancements
throughout its history. Which one has had the
most impact though?

Sharpe championed Stern’s new tech. “Our
powerful new Spike operaƟng system supports
advanced >E lighƟng, >C video displays and
connecƟvity. In addiƟon to addressing ageͲold
complaints about the reliability and serviceability
of terrestrial pinball games, the Spike system
opens the door for many future enhancements.͟
Emery said: “It always seems to come back to
the display for progression. There isn’t a ton of
innovaƟon on the playĮelds or you tend to get
push back from the buying public. They know
what they like and it’s always a challenge to make
what’s old feel and appear to be new.
“To me, the only company really pushing the
envelope is 'erry Stellenberg and the crew at
DulƟmorphic. That’s the company taking all of
this to the next level and we hope people give
their games a try.͟

That answer, by the way, is an InterGame
Įrst Ͳ a contributor to an arƟcle championing a
compeƟtor͊ ,owever, that may have something
to do with the fact that the subject is pinball
and, as this writer has Ƌuickly found out, there’s
respect and admiraƟon in this sector like
few others.
“Several advancements have changed the
player experience over the years, but arguably
the most important for the game was the
introducƟon of the playerͲcontrolled Ňipper,
which transformed what the game could be
overnight,͟ said eresford. “The next turning
point, I’d say, was the incredible rate of soŌware
evoluƟon from the midͲtoͲlate ’ϴ0s, especially
the introducƟon of Williams’ System ϭϭ.
“t that Ɵme, pinball was no longer just about
hiƫng a ball into a target to make a number
go up; it was about taking the player into an
immersive play space that they could truly
interact with.͟
Stellenberg said: “Dodern pinball wouldn’t
exist without the invenƟon of the Ňipper but in
the modern age, our WͲZOC board has had the
most impact on the industry. There are literally
hundreds of new, uniƋue pinball machines being
developed with our control system, some of
which are being manufactured in volume and
it has allowed mulƟple, new pinball companies
to live out their dreams without breaking their
startͲup budgets.
“That said, the main advancements the
industry has seen in the last 40 years are with
lighƟng and displays. Dost games produced
today have >C displays and Z' >E lighƟng,
versus alphanumeric or dot matrix displays and
incandescent lighƟng from days past.
“The Wϯ not only introduced a number of
technological and gameplay advancements, such
as realͲƟme ball tracking, ball interacƟons with
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dynamic artwork, modular physical features
and online network play, it’s also revoluƟonisinŐ
the cost model and distribuƟon model,
allowinŐ people to Őrow their Őame libraries
for a fracƟon of the price of buyinŐ tradiƟonal
pinball machines.”
There’s been a lot of innovaƟon over the years
to Őet the Őenre up to where it is today, but what
else could be added? What would enhance the
Őame? /f there was one feature our respondents
could brinŐ into pinball what would they choose?
Sharpe’s response was perhaps not what was
expected - and an insiŐht into the fact that a
certain Mr Stern may not be quite as hands-on
as some may believe. “/’d love to see 'ary Stern
become one of the top ϭ00 compeƟƟve pinball
players in the world!”
ominŐ from the Ϯ0ϭϳ world champion and
number eiŐht ranked ;at the Ɵme of wriƟnŐͿ in
the /&W Őlobal rankinŐs, it appears there may be
some friendly, locker room banter at work here.
Emery’s ambiƟons were equally as loŌy.
“TouŐh quesƟon... levitaƟnŐ a pinball would be
about as cool as it Őets!”
“/f we were to introduce anythinŐ,” said ,ome
Leisure’s Beresford, “we would want a new
system or type of adapƟve soŌware that can
ease players of any skill level into a Őame without
overwhelminŐ them with a bombardment
of informaƟon, much like how a video Őame
sprinkles well placed tutorials throuŐhout
its experience.
“What keeps pinball alive is new players
steppinŐ up to Őames and havinŐ a Őreat Ɵme
playinŐ them, and a number of new Őames can
throw these new players in at the deep end with
some incredibly complex rules that they are
unlikely to completely understand even aŌer a
few Őames.”
StellenberŐ was tantalisinŐly discreet. “We’ve
Őot a number of new features in various staŐes
of desiŐn, but the pinball industry is hiŐhly
compeƟƟve, so we’ll talk about them and show
them oī aŌer they’re patented.”
ll of these features, actual or imaŐined, are

ŐoinŐ into machines that make their way across
the world. Kf course, the tradiƟonal capital of
pinball is hicaŐo, /llinois, and most of the Őames
produced there Őo to the domesƟc hS market,
but where else do machines Őo?
pproximately ϱ0 per cent of Stern’s business
is hS-based. Kther maũor export markets include
anada, ustralia and Europe but Sharpe sees a
lot of opportunity in sia.
Market penetraƟon is similar at MulƟmorphic
with its business currently about 60 per cent
Eorth merica and the remainder in Europe,
ustralia and Eew ealand.
Emery at Spooky sees a Őood ϵ0 per cent of
business done at home. ,e said͗ “Kur second
biŐŐest market is ustralia, with anada a close
third. We’re ũust starƟnŐ to Őet into Europe on
a more consistent basis.
/’m sure that’s a much
diīerent story with biŐŐer
pinball companies than
Spooky Winball.”
,ome Leisure irect,
beinŐ a h< distributor,
has its main market riŐht
there, but Beresford
commented͗ “The hS
market conƟnues to be
immensely stronŐ in terms
of popularity. Beyond that,
we’re surprised there hasn’t
been as biŐ an explosion
of pinball popularity in
places like Japan, where
arcades have remained
stronŐ, and ball-based
Őames like pachinko remain
incredibly popular.”
monŐ such popular
products are those that are
licensed͖ machines sporƟnŐ
popular brands or /Ws prove to be huŐe draws
in most markets and pinball is no excepƟon.
Stern is a company that makes full use of the
licences it acquires with such household names

as Star Wars, Marvel and, most recently, The
Beatles. Sharpe commented͗ “Licensed Őames
are important because they help draw players
to the Őame. We work closely with our licensinŐ
partners to connect their brand to as many
people as possible throuŐh pinball.”
Kf course, biŐ licences incur biŐ costs,
somethinŐ that smaller ouƞits can’t stretch to,
but the obvious advantaŐes of beinŐ able to do
so are not lost on Emery. “They do work, that
much / am convinced of. ,avinŐ said that, with
what Jersey Jack Winball has done with ialed
/n, and what we have done with Total Euclear
nnihilaƟon, / do believe has beŐun to turn the
Ɵde of oriŐinal themed Őames ŐeƫnŐ more
aƩenƟon, and we’re proud to be a part of that.
But, yes, a licensed Őame is typically a safer path
to sales.”
Beresford cited the use of them as a
part of pinball’s previous successes. “/n the
simplest of terms, pinball would not have
exploded the way it did back in the ’ϵ0s if
it weren’t for licences. /t is suspected that
Őames such as The ddams &amily and The
TwiliŐht one were helped alonŐ a Őreat deal
by the licence aƩached to them.
“/t was incredibly common pracƟce then
for ,ollywood studios and pinball makers
to work closely toŐether in the lead
up to a Įlm release in order to be
able to release the Őame and
the Įlm in a very similar
Ɵmescale. Licences are sƟll
incredibly important today
and are key components
in ŐeƫnŐ more new
players into the Őame.”
StellenberŐ has
an alternaƟve view,
however. “/ don’t think
licensed Őames are
super-important for an
established company,
DƵůƟŵŽƌƉŚŝĐ͛Ɛ
but they’re deĮnitely
ŽƐŵŝĐĂƌƚZĂĐŝŶŐ
important to help a
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new company develop interest and market
awareness. /n that sense, they’re most important
for markeƟnŐ. /f a company has a biŐ enouŐh
markeƟnŐ budŐet, they could overcome the
challenŐes associated with oriŐinal themes.”
s much as the sector is enũoyinŐ a
renaissance currently, if history is anythinŐ to
Őo by, it won’t last forever. That said, the lenŐth
of Ɵme pinball has been around for tells its own
tale - it’s clearly a winninŐ formula. So what lies
on the horizon͍ tell, Stern is already usinŐ the
popularity of esports with its Stern Wro ircuit.
Sharpe has in the past described it as similar
to the W' Tour in Őolf, showcasinŐ the world’s
best players in reŐular compeƟƟve events. This
year’s Wro &inal will take place in hicaŐo in
March but there are hundreds of pinball events
in as many as ϯϬ countries that oīer millions of
dollars in cash and prizes each year.
,e said͗ “The Őrowth of compeƟƟve pinball as
an esport has been instrumental in the visibility
and momentum of pinball with the Stern Wro
ircuit. Tournaments are beinŐ live streamed on
Twitch and YouTube all over the world, further
exposinŐ pinball to new audiences and crossinŐ
the millennial divide. The Stern rmy, a ŐrowinŐ
Őroup of pinball enthusiasts, helps support
pinball on locaƟon.
“The future is very, very briŐht. te believe the
Őrowth of pinball will be fuelled by the rapidly
ŐrowinŐ, adrenalised Őlobal community of pinball
fanaƟcs for ŐeneraƟons to come.”
mery reasoned͗ “/f the past is any indicaƟon,
there are ŐoinŐ to be peaks and valleys. There
are more companies tryinŐ to Őet into the market
now than at any point in my lifeƟme. / don’t
believe the market is larŐe enouŐh to support
them all, so we’ll see some come and Őo. Kverall,
/ don’t believe pinball is ŐoinŐ anywhere. The
addicƟon is far too stronŐ, and the Őames are
ũust a part of our lives now.”
“s lonŐ as pinball has players,” said eresford,
“pinball will have a future. /ts resurŐence was
in part due to passionate fans of the plaƞorm
ũumpinŐ in to Őet their hands dirty and creaƟnŐ
Őames of their own, and
have Őiven way to new and
amazinŐ innovaƟons that
we conƟnue to see with
every new release. Winball
creates new die-hard fans
every day and those fans
will conƟnue to shape what
the Őame will hold for us
for years.”
StellenberŐ added͗
“Nobody knows, but / think
the market isn’t currently biŐ
enouŐh to sustain Įve-plus
individual manufacturers.
New manufacturers helped
with the resurŐence, but
it’s not maintainable with
tradiƟonal-style machines.
New technoloŐies, Őameplay
variety and a beƩer costmodel will help to expand
pinball to a wider audience,
and that’s why we have hiŐh
hopes for the Wϯ.”
The Őeneral consensus, then, is that the
industry’s much-loved machines are here to
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stay. /n how many numbers thouŐh is up to its
current manufacturers, desiŐners and marketers.
There are a host of reŐions out there that have
liƩle to no pinball presence but with the ŐrowinŐ
demand for entertainment opƟons across the
Őlobe, the Őreater use of modern technoloŐies
promoƟnŐ the accessibility to new machines
and the exposure created by esports, it is
perhaps only a maƩer of Ɵme before the
pull of pinball spreads further.
StellenberŐ expanded on the newfound accessibility. “The custom pinball
development market has become a huŐe part
of the industry. /n a few well-known cases,
custom machine desiŐns have turned into
producƟon machines. Kur Wϯ started out
as a custom proũect, ScoƩ anesi’s
Total Nuclear nnihilaƟon is
manufactured by Spooky and
<eith lwin’s ;the world’s
top ranked player as of
ecember ϮϬϭϴͿ rcher
is now manufactured by
Stern as /ron Maiden.
“There are now
popular discussion forums
where people can learn
about custom pinball
development and discuss
their ideas with well
known and successful
developers ;pinside and
DƵůƟŵŽƌƉŚŝĐ͛Ɛ
>Ğǆŝ>ŝŐŚƚƐƉĞĞĚ
the pindev slack channel.Ϳ

“MulƟmorphic parƟcipates in these discussions
and we love helpinŐ new desiŐners throuŐh their
proũects. These desiŐners are the future of the
pinball industry. The torch passinŐ is in proŐress.
/t’s an exciƟnŐ Ɵme in the industry.”
eresford concluded͗ “Winball was once a
dyinŐ breed, but as we’ve seen with people
cominŐ throuŐh our doors each day, the love for
it has never Őone away. /f you’ve never stepped
up to a Őame before or are inƟmidated by the
look of a pinball playĮeld, absolutely ũust dive in
to Őive it a try and see.
“You’ll even Įnd a number of extremely useful
tutorials on how to play certain Őames online
as well as Ɵps and tricks to Őet the most out of
every Őame you play. :ust remember - the ball is
wild. SƟll is, always was͊”
Sharpe added͗ “te would like to thank all of
the readers of your maŐazine that are helpinŐ
to drive the renaissance of pinball, one of the
world’s most deliŐhƞul and iconic Őames. <eep
on ŇippinŐ͊”
The passion that pinball imbues in those
in the industry is disƟnct. The contributors to
this feature have made that abundantly clear
in their responses and in that same vein, it’s
harlie mery at Spooky that Őets the last say
with a posiƟve call to acƟon and perhaps even
a mantra for Ňipper fans everywhere. “'et out
and play the Őames with friends. There is nothinŐ
more beneĮcial to pinball - and yourself - than
that͊ Weace, love and pinball... that’s really all
it’s about.”
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WHY SMALL
BUSINESS
OWNERS
NEED TO
BECOME
LEADERS

Getting formal credit for small
business leadership skills can
be difficult - but there is a
better way.
Small business owners and managers
are asked to wear many hats –
as a senior person in a
resource-constrained organisation
they can often lead sales, marketing,
customer service and many other
functions.
No wonder, as shown in a recent
survey by Westpac and Deloitte, that
they struggle to complete paperwork,
wrangle red tape and manage
ever-rising costs.
To succeed and grow, small business
managers, therefore, need to be at
the top of their game. They need
critical thinking and problem-solving
skills to find new ways of growing
their businesses. Digital literacy skills
can also help, by giving them access
to efficient online sales and
marketing channels.
Leaders with teams need to be good
at leading people and motivating
them to share more of the workload.
However, many small business

managers never receive formal
training in any of these areas. They
develop leadership skills on the job,
sometimes through trial and error.
Even if they attain those skills at a
high level, their informal experience is
not recognised if they look for jobs in
larger or more complex organisations.
Barriers to study
Being so stretched, it’s no surprise
many small business managers don’t
pursue formal leadership
qualifications – especially beyond the
diploma or certificate level.
Master’s leadership degrees are often
unaffordable: an MBA can cost tens of
thousands of dollars and places huge
demands on students’ time. Traditional
master’s courses often follow rigid
semester timetables, which might
clash with small businesses peak sales
period. For a manager who is already
struggling to stay afloat, that
commitment can be hard to sustain.
Even those who feel they can study
can be put off by courses that can’t be
taken online or don’t recognise skills
by awarding course credits for
workplace experience.

So, a retailer with a decade of experience
managing a sales team might not get
recognition for experience in their
degree. As similar to the owner of a
construction company who may not get
credit for the many years they’ve spent
solving business problems.
Another problem is that educators often
focus on generic skills, rather than using
students’ business achievements and
knowledge as the basis for learning.
An easier path
Given all these issues, business
managers should be forgiven for
swearing off postgraduate study.
As an alternative way forward, new
models for postgraduate degrees that
address the needs of small business
managers have appeared.
For example, Deakin University offers a
fast-tracked Master of Leadership
degree. The university assesses and
credits students’ existing skills in 10
areas, including problem solving, critical
thinking and communication. It also
claims that it’s possible to complete the
course in 12 months while working
full-time.
Source- bit.com.au
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Tel: 07 5563 1800 www.wgagames.com.au
With this $2 Prize Everytime Vending Crane,
You won’t go wrong!
$2 Prize Everytime Toy Stocks ONLY .55¢
48 Lines in every case mix of 1500 pieces
Features include:
Product display enhanced with continuous curved front glass
Proven quality and constant earning machine
Exciting dinosaur sounds, colours and graphics
Suitable for vending plush, candy, capsules and balls
Fully operator adjustable controls
Prize everytime and skill settings

$4,495

GET
U
O
Y
E
ONC ED YOU’LL
START MORE!
WANT

$2,950
Chupa Chups Stairway to Heaven,
you’ll be amazed at the earnings!
Chupa Chups ONLY .17¢ $2 Price Per Play
Features include:
Win n Grin machines are ackowledged in the industry as the
absolute bench mark for quality, performance and reliability
Unique concept & exclusive Chupa licensed machine
Electronic coin mechanism fitted as standard
Fun & exciting sound effects
Very small footprint - goes anywhere!
Lightweight and compact
Easy operator adjustment and settings
Electronic audit features
Strong secure cashbox
Factory warranty

www.wgagames.com.au
1/10 Maiella Street, Stapylton,exA-Arcadia
Queensland,
4207
stand with sample games at JAEPO 2019 source: exA-Arcadia on Twitter
Tel: 07 5563 1800 Email: admin@wgagames.com.au

Continued over...
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AUSTRALIAN
RETAILERS
FLYING BLIND
WHEN IT COMES
TO SALES DATA

Nearly three-quarters of
surveyed retailers risk stock
shortages because they don't
have real-time sales and
inventory data.
Lack of real-time sales data is
hindering the ability of many
Australian retailers to keep pace with
online demand, according to a survey
commissioned by business
management software company
Pronto Software.

While Pronto Software has a vested
interest in the survey topics, the
results are nevertheless interesting.
The survey of 172 retailers, carried
about by the Australian Retailers
Association (ARA), found that 71
percent of respondents had not
“embraced” integrated front-end and
back-end systems.

And about half of respondents didn’t
have access to real-time data about
sales and inventory insights, which
could help them prevent stock
shortages when demand spikes.

Those retailers aren’t meeting
customers’ expectations, argued
Pronto Software Managing Director
Chad Gates. “The days of relying on
staff to have knowledge of whether
something is in stock are gone –
especially with expanding product
lines. Customers increasingly expect
bricks and mortar stores to mimic the
visibility and speed they have when
shopping online,” he stated.
Pronto Software pointed out that
retailers have often used loyalty
programs to collect data about
customers. Yet, the survey also found
that only 22 percent of respondents
offered loyalty programs that are
integrated and available across
multiple stores. That lack of
integration won’t help the 43 percent
of respondents that intended to use
reporting and analytics.

Social media spending
Retailers are continuing to increase their
social media activity, with 62 percent of
respondents investing, or planning to
invest in social platforms in the next
year.
But only 15 percent of respondents were
pursuing a marketplace-only strategy.
“Retailers say that integrating with
marketplaces, such as Amazon, can be
difficult, given that by their very nature,
they are designed to benefit the
customers,” said Russell Zimmerman,
Executive Director, Australian Retailers
Association.
Source- ibit.com.au by William Maher
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NAB PURGES
ALMOST 2000 ATMS

state it culled 350 ATMs in the last half
year, a number it stated was a 12
percent of reduction of its fleet.
Westpac’s 2018 annual report states it
pulled 400 ATMs landing at 3222, down
from 3,665 the previous year.
The last annual report for the
Commonwealth Bank of Australia
(CBA) puts its group ATM fleet at 4253,
though that includes New Zealand. The
CBA’s most recent financial statements
put its number of ATMs in Australia at
“more than 3000” as it flexes its
infrastructure muscle.
The CBA’s role in the great Australian
ATM cull is a point of frustration for
other institutions who suspect it’s a
short-term ruse to bounce them out of
the cash game.
ANZ is also culling ATMs, though its
numbers are more opaque.
Summer of our disconnect
NAB’s epic ATM disconnect officially
kicked off on the first of January this
year. It came after it was forced to join
other Big Four rivals in scrapping the
hated $2 non-proprietary ATM access
fee that reaped retail institutions
around $500 million a year for using
another bank’s hardware.

Source- itnews.com.au

The National Australia Bank
(NAB) has quietly purged 1943
automatic teller machines
(ATMs) from its once sprawling
Australian network over the
past year, turbocharging a
wider push across retail
institutions to ditch expensive
cash machines and slash costs.
The epic cull is laid bare in NAB’s
most recent financial results (H1
FY19).
It comes after the NAB unplugged its
infrastructure from the once heavily
promoted rediATM network, recently

offloaded by CUSCAL, that was once
used to widen fee-free cash machine
access for customers rather than
rolling out a proprietary fleet.
NAB’s financial statements reveal it
now has just 926 ATMs in Australia as
of 31st March 2019. That compares
2869 in March 2018 and 2695 in
September 2018.
But the beleaguered upmarket
institution is in good company.
Other banks have been hard-pruning
too, as cash use falls and is displaced
by tap-and-go transactions and
mobile wallets.

The rush to remove fees was set off by
the CBA, which has Australia’s largest
ATM fleet, when it stunned the market
by letting other banks’ customers use
its ATMs for free in September 2017,
drastically altering the underlying
economics of proprietary and non-bank
ATM networks.
Prior to the CBA’s fee-free ambush,
banks and credit unions had sought to
retain customer loyalty to by spreading
their fleets across high traffic and
convenience locations in addition to
the classic bank branch ‘hole in the
wall’.
Ironically, the current regime of ATM
access charges were instigated by a

Westpac’s interim H1 FY 2019 results
continued over ...
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2009 Reserve Bank of Australia
system reform that sought to level the
playing field in terms of how banks
charge each other for ATM
infrastructure access when customers
other than their own took out money.
Known as ‘direct charging’ the RBA
reform abolished a previous system
where instead of stinging customers
up-front, banks quietly charged each
other interchange fees for
non-customer access that was then
often margin padded and added to
customers’ monthly statements –
sometimes causing accounts to
become overdrawn, attracting yet
more fees.
The big bank ATM clip was
particularly painful for customers of
smaller banks and credit unions
which could not compete on the
number of locations until members of
CUSCAL banded together to create a
jointly owned ATM network that
became known as rediATM.
CUSCAL was not alone in seeing the
writing on the wall for ATMs, recently
offloading the rediATM network to
Linfox’s cash logistics and cash in
transit business Armaguard, best
known for its armoured cars.

We are all extremely saddened with
the passing of a long term industry
figure Michael Charles Brotherson.

“The Armaguard Group has decades of
expertise in ATMs, and currently
provides services to the majority of
existing ATMs in Australia. This
purchase allows Armaguard to provide
additional end-to-end
currency and technology
management solutions and facilitates
the continued provision of cash across
the community,” Armaguard’s
statement on the acquisition says.

mobile, real-time and data-enabling
our clients’ customers to make
payments wherever they are, with
whatever device they choose.”
Last machine standing
What NAB’s big purge really reveals is
a push by institutions to divest from
holding physical cash to try and avoid
being the last ATM left in town.
It boiled down to a simple equation of
institutions not being stranded as the
last ATM in town or a mall, a risk
amplified by the fact that major banks
now eschew cross-charging.

“The ATM industry has evolved, and
our business has changed. We strongly
believe that this sale is the best way
for our clients and their customers to
continue to get secure, convenient
access to their cash,” CUSCAL’s
managing director said in the same
statement in February 2019.
“We will continue to drive, switch and
settle for ATMs, while spending more
time on our core strategic areas of

Bank brands that were the last
machine standing had the most to lose
because they would ultimately cop the
compounded heat, one senior banking
source suggested.
At the same time, retail institutions are
seeking to dial down the value of cash
as the prospect of a common ATM
utility brand is forged. Armaguard has
an iron in that fire.

MICHAEL CHARLES BROTHERSON

Mike was a very talented and
experienced technician in the
Amusement Industry, and was very
well respected. His passing has come
as a huge shock to everyone who
dealt with Mike.
Mike would always be there to lend a
hand, in what ever the task, you knew
you could always count on him.
On behalf of everyone in the industry,
I would like to pass on our sincere
condolences to Mike's Family,
especially his wife Deb and son's
Adam, Paul and Mitch. RIP Mike Bro,
you will be truly missed by many!
- by Matthew Psaltis
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ALL PRICES

PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS!
Site/location Agreement
Books.

COLOUR in JPEG format

COST: $22.00
(Includes GST and Postage)

Delivery Dockets

Delivery Dockets are used for
Record of Ownership. Title and
Commercials Terms.
Book is A5 - 50 pages in duplicate
Introductory Delivery Docket Book
$13.20 (includes GST, Postage and
Handling)
To order - please e-mail
admin@namoa.com.au
(Prices may change without notice)

50% OFF

ADVERTISING RATES

(50 duplicate Agreements in a pad)

New Members receive a
COMPLIMENTARY Book. To
save wastage, it has to be
requested).

TOR

XT COLLEC

SPECIAL NE

FULL PAGE $220 NOW $110!
HALF PAGE $165 NOW $82.50!
QUARTER PAGE $110 NOW $55!

REDEMPTION STICKERS
A lot of discussion has been had
regarding the quality/price of prizes
that are on offer in Prize Redemption
games and the feedback from
customers is that young children are
‘seduced’ into playing some
redemption games that have major
prizes of Playstation’s, mobile
phones. IPods etc.
NAMOA has re-designed new
stickers which are reversed printed
and attached to the inside glass of
Prize Redemption games, according
to the value of the prize.

PREFERRED SUPPLIER
ADVERTISING $88
per financial year.
This includes:
The Collector and the Web Site.
(The above Prices include the GST).
Rates may change without notice.

Deadlines

28 Feb, 31 May, 31 Aug, 30 Nov
To order - please e-mail
admin@namoa.com.au

G Maximum Prize Value $20.00
PG Maximum Prize Value $50.00
M Maximum Prize Value $100.00
MA Maximum Prize Value $200.00
Members are entitled to 20 free
stickers, but you must apply for
them. Please advise the combination you require. Additional stickers
can be purchased by members at
$1.10 each, which includes
GST, postage and handling.
To order your Stickers please
contact Juanita Keegan.
admin@namoa.com.au

VIDEO GAME MACHINE
LABELS
Labels are not available from
NAMOA. Go to the
Government Web Site
Machine Labels can be downloaded
from www.oflc.gov.au
(Classification Markings)
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Members - is your business included
in these listings? If not - you are
missing out on other members
knowing what your business offers!
Your listing is also placed on the
NAMOA web site as well as here in
the printed Collector. Cost to you is
$80 plus GST for 1 year on the web,
including 4 Collector listings. PRO
RATA for the remaining issues this
year. Advertising rates may change
without notice.
Email Juanita:
admin@namoa.com.au
with your paragraph and your
advertisement will be in the next
Issue and go straight onto the web
site. (in Microsoft Word, please)
Not a Member? Join Now and take
advantage of this listing directory.

A.M.D. SYDNEY

Amusement Machine Distributors.
Australian Distributors for Stern
Pinball, Incredible Technologies, LAI
Games, ICE, Sam Billiards,
Benchmark, UNIS & Betsons.
Full range: new and used machines,
service and spare parts available.
Ph: 02 9700 9600.
Fax: 02 9669 1266.
www.amdcoinop.com
E: bcolbourne@amdcoinop.com

CASHFLOW ENTERTAINMENT P/L
AMUSINC

Importers of:
- Quality Crane/Skill Testers
- Prize Redemption Machines
- Spare Parts
- Licenced Plush Toys
- New Containers Always Arriving
- Representing Manufacturers from
- China, Korea, Taiwan and USA
- Global Importers.
Give us a call for your needs.

Designed to meet global market
expectations with CNC manufacturing.
Australian designed and
manufactured PCB’s and Software.
Cutting edge 3G SMS communication
systems. Producing a range of
Cranes, Redemption, Ticket and
Sports games. Balancing High
quality with Low prices.
Ph: 0432 323 333
E: admin@cashflowgames.com.au
www.cashflowgames.com.au

Todd McDougall 0400 993 393
www.amusinc.com.au
E: coin_net@hotmail.com

ANDO’S AMUSEMENTS (AUST)P/L

COIN OP SOLUTIONS

Sales- various types
of Second Hand of
coin operated
amusements,
including Kiddy Rides.

Exclusive distributor for Wu Mar
Harng/Paokai Electronic. Australian
Designed Cranes – A crane for every
Location. Toy Soldier, Maxi Claw,
Win Every time, Cool Age Chocolate
and Movie Stars. Glass All-round,
LCD Screens, security bars, bill
acceptors and many more options.

Ph: Larry 0416 177 077
Fax: 07 4779 8672
E: andosam1@bigpond.com

2 Year warranty on boards and
motors. Now available – plush mixes
20cm, 25cm, 30cm and 40cm

LIKE TO PUT

YOUR
BUSINESS
HERE?

Mark Robins - 0433 118 477
Ph: 03 9555 1409
E: mark@coinopsolutions.com
www.coinopsolutions.com

JOIN NAMOA TODAY!
E: admin@namoa.com.au
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LIKE TO PUT

HUNTER LEISURE

PENNY JUNCTION AUST. P/L

Hunter Leisure supply toys suitable
for crane & redemption machines.

We are Australia’s largest bulk
vending wholesaler of all gumball
products, capsuled toys (25mm to
93mm), rubber bouncing balls
(27mm to 50mm) and mixed bulk
toys for stackers and similar
machines.

Ph: 03 9287 9888
Contact: Sonia Rhind
E: soniar@hunterleisure.com.au
or cathyd@hunterleisure.com.au
www.hunterleisure.com.au

MICRO SYSTEM CONTROLS P/LTD
Designers and Suppliers of:
Australian Design Award winning
Microcoin QL, Microcoin SP,
GBA Note Acceptors

YOUR
BUSINESS
HERE?

We are able to service everywhere in
Australia and our pricing will not be
beaten.
Ph: Geoff Guthrie 03 9318 1047
Unit 1/1 Caulson Close
Maribyrnong Victoria 3032
E: pennyjunction@bigpond.com
www.pennyjunction.com.au

JOIN NAMOA TODAY!
E: admin@namoa.com.au

For sales and service enquiries,
please contact Robert Bird.
Ph:03 9646 6446
Fax: 03 9646 6447
E: sales@microcoin.com
W: www.microcoin.com

LIKE TO PUT

YOUR
BUSINESS
HERE?
JOIN NAMOA TODAY!
E: admin@namoa.com.au

REFLEX GAMES
Suppliers of coin-operated arcade
equipment and associated products,
including simulators, redemption
equipment, cabinets, software,
pinballs, jukeboxes and kiddie rides.
Register your surplus equipment on
our consignment listing.
Steve has been distributing
amusement equipment since 1977,
so for experienced advice,
competitive prices from a supplier
who does not operate in competition
with his customers, give him a call.
Steve Patan (03) 9016 6961
Fax: (03) 9016 6961 or
Ph: 0414 660 069
E: reflexgames@bigpond.com
www.reflexgames.com.au

media
Need help with your
website, advertising
or print media?
Check out our
services today at
www.fidgetmedia.com.au
Call: 0431 114 977

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
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THOMPSON

BILLIARD TABLES
RIDE ON ENTERTAINMENT

THOMPSON BILLIARDS

Cars, Planes, Train
“you name it-We have it in stock”
1940’s rides starting from $500 sold
as is” Hundreds of models to choose
from in our Sydney and Melbourne
warehouses.

Manufacturers of Coin Tables and
Home Tables, as well as accessories.
35 years manufacturing experience
in the industry.

Licensed character rides available.
For assistance please contact
Office: 03 9890 7577
E: louise@rideon.com.au
www.rideon.com.au

Shipping nationally from the Gold
Coast, Qld.
Phone: 07 5537 6922
Fax: 07 5529 1022
E: admin@thompsonbilliardtables.com.au

NAMOA STATE
REPRESENTATIVES
NEW SOUTH WALES
Ron Mroz – 0425 709 032
E: rmroz@kingpinbowling.com.au
VICTORIA
Zak Athanasiadis – 03 9676 9190
E: zak@zax.com.au
Steve Kimmins – 0409 345 684
E: stevekimmins@bigpond.com
QUEENSLAND
Tony Argery (NAMOA President)
Mobile: 0418 988 988:
E: tony@funhouse.com.au

SHADFORTH INSURANCE
BROKERS
Insurance Brokers approved by
NAMOA.
Fully underwritten by an Australian
Insurer. Exclusive facility available
to NAMOA members.
Unique insurance solutions on a
policy developed in consultation
with your Association.
Contact either Darren or Rebecca
Darren Reilly - 07 3031 1622
Mobile 0418 751 986
E: Darren.reilly@sfg.com.au
Rebecca Higgs 07 3031 1625
Or Mobile 0418 751 986
E: Rebecca.higgs@sfg.com.au

ZAX AMUSEMENTS
is Australia's largest supplier of coin
operated amusement equipment,
with exclusive rights to the world's
best brands and recommending only
the most successful and suitable
games, with the best ROI for the
operator.
We consult on every area of FEC
operation, offer the class leading
Intercard Debit Card system, and
supply spare parts, service, tickets,
tokens and everything to offer a
turnkey solution, and support
making your operation a success.
Located Port Melbourne
Victoria 3207
P: 03 9676 9190
Zak Athanasiadis
E: sales@zax.com.au
www.zax.com.au

Ray McGowan – 0432 323 333
E: ray@cashflowgames.com.au
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Robert Westwood – 0403 053 611�
E: robertwestwood@hotmail.com
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Joanne Cox - 0452 418 164
E: planetamusements@gmail.com
TASMANIA
John van Aspern - 0400 430 743
E: jmasperen@bigpond.com�� Phone
ACT
Nick Vasiliou – 0413 930 750
E: nick@happydays.net.au
COLLECTOR EDITOR
Ed Partridge - 0422 050 190
E: ed@pinball.com.au

DISCLAIMER
1. All expressions of opinion are published on the basis that they are not to be
regarded as expressing the official opinion of the publisher unless expressly
stated.
2. The publisher accepts no responsibility whatsoever for the accuracy of any of
the opinions or information or advertisements contained in this publication and
readers should rely on their own enquiries in making decisions concerning their
own interests. In particular, no responsibility is accepted for the quality of goods
or services supplied by advertisers or for the accuracy of materials submitted for
reproduction. To the extent permitted by law, the publishers, their employees,
agents and contractors exclude all liability (including liability and negligence)
to any person for any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred or arising as a
result of material appearing in this publication.

ADMIN & FINANCE
Juanita Keegan - 0407 795 283
E: admin@namoa.com.au
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NAMOA is Australia’s Premiere
Amusement Industry Association

www.namoa.com.au
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